
! Lets review the fundamental camera controls.

! Aperture

! Shutter Speed

! ISO

! White Balance



Factors that control exposure 



APERTURE





SHUTTER SPEED







ISO 
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ISO controls exposure when you keep your Shutter Speed 
and Aperture at the same settings as shooting outdoors 
during a sunny day









Reciprocity is the law of the relationship between 
shutter and aperture. It stipulates that one stop 
increases in aperture is equivalent to the shutter 
duration doubling. Both increase light by one stop. 



DSLR

! Lets explore the Light meter and Color 
Temperature

! Two types of Light
! Light meters
! Metering Modes
! Bracketing
! Histogram





Exposure meter display on LCD Exposure meter display in view finder 













Matrix Center Weighted Spot
f/4.5 @ 1/30 f/4.5 @ 1/60 f/4.5 @ 1/100



Matrix Center Weighted Spot
f/4.5 @ 1/1,250 f/4.5 @ 1/1,600 f/4.5 @ 1/400

Standing in sun, shooting into shade



Matrix Center Weighted Spot

Standing in sun, shooting into shade

Matrix Center Weighted Spot
f/4.5 @ 1/1,250 f/4.5 @ 1/400 f/4.5 @ 1/320





BRACKETING







COLOR TEMPERATURE





What is RAW?!
•! A raw file is a collection of unprocessed 

data. This means the file has not been 
altered, compressed, or manipulated in 
any way by the computer. Raw files are 
often used as data files by software 
programs that load and process the data. 
A popular type of raw file is �Camera 
RAW," which is generated by a digital 
camera. Instead of processing the image 
captured by the camera, the data is left 
unprocessed and uncompressed until it is 
opened with a computer program.!





By far the best white balance 
solution is to photograph using 
the RAW file format (if your 
camera supports them), as 
these allow you to set the WB 
*after* the photo has been 
taken. RAW files also allow one 
to set the WB based on a 
broader range of color 
temperature and green-magenta 
shifts. 

BEST PRACTICE: THE RAW FILE FORMAT 




















